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Red-throated Loon: Seven birds were in the vanguard at Pymatuning Res on 1 Nov (E. Cornelius), then flybys were seen over Lk Erie, with two on 4 Nov and one on 10 Nov (J. Pogacnik), and another at Fairport Harbor on 30 Nov (B. Morrison). One was as far south as BCSP on 18 Nov (D. Overacker).

Common Loon: Over 600 birds reported, far fewer than last year. A basic-plumaged bird on Mosquito Lk 3-4 Aig had to be boycotting the breeding season (D. Hochadel). The earliest migrant was at HBSP on 30 Sept (K. Metcalf), with another in Lake on 6 Oct (J. Pogacnik). The bulk of the migrants arrived on schedule, with 35 over Holmes on 27 Oct (E. Schlabach), where the season's high count of 74 was made on 20 Nov by L. Yoder. Loons persisted well into the next period.

Pied-billed Grebe: Breeders were noted, with six at BIWA on 1 Aug (T. Nickerson), on which date one in Ross was intriguing (B&D Lane). Migrants appeared as early as 29 Aug in Holmes (E. Yoder), then peaked at 41 on the 7 Oct ONWRC, with some remaining through the period. Numbers seemed down overall.

Horned Grebe: Like many waterfowl breeding to the north, their numbers were down this fall. First noted at Kelleys Isl on 29 Sept (K. Metcalf), numbers in double figures did not appear until Nov, with 44 at Rocky River, Cayahoga, on 2 Nov (P. Lozano) far outstripping other counts.

Red-necked Grebe: A few, all in Nov, and most inland. A first-winter bird in Lima on 3 Nov (B. Whan et al.) was joined by another the following day (D. Saunders). J. Pogacnik found one in the Ashtabula harbor on 18 Nov. One stayed at Hoover Res, Delaware, from 20-25 Nov (R. Thorn, m obs).

Eared Grebe: This, the most common grebe species worldwide, spared Ohio only a few individuals this season: basic-plumaged birds in Pausing 9-11 Sept (D&M Dunakin), at Sheldon Marsh 4-10 Oct (J. Hammond, m obs), and two in Lk Erie in Lake on 18 Nov (J. Pogacnik).

American White Pelican: A bird in Medusa Marsh. Erie, from 4 (B. Morrison) to 17 Aug (P. Lozano) was intermittently seen. Another made a one-day show at the CCE on 12 Sept (G. Miller).

Double-crested Cormorant: Widespread inland, but in relatively low numbers. Instead of hundreds, H. Slack saw only six in Lawrence along the Ohio River in Oct and Nov, and J. Herman's 425 at Clear Fork Res on 17 Oct was far and away the highest count away from Lk Erie. Four thousand-plus at CPNWR on 21 Oct (E. Tramer) and 3923 on the 17 Nov Kelleys Isl census (T. Barillet) were expected, but an estimated 25,000 on 25 Oct off S. Bass Isl (S. Wulkowicz) was not.

To the delight of many, this eared grebe spent several October days along the Cedar Point Chaussee in Erie County. Photo by Jay Lehman on 6 October 2001.

American Bittern: Characteristically both hardy and scarce, one bird was reported at BIWA on 14 Aug (G. Miller), then on 17 Aug and 11 Sept (V. Fazio). Two were seen at Metzger Marsh on 20 Oct (T&P Bihn), and one at MWW on 30 Oct (E. Roush). A mild Nov invited one to Ottawa on the 6th (R. Harlan, S. Wagner), one at Sandy Ridge MP, Lorain, the 8th (J. Pogacnik), and one on the 24th in Summit (D. Castell fide R. Rosche).

Least Bittern: K. Beal reported young birds at SVWA, a traditional nest spot, on 12 Aug, where two were seen through 28 Aug (E. Roush). G. Miller noted one at BIWA on 14 Aug. No reports were received from the Lk Erie marshes.

Great Blue Heron: The ONWRC had 102 on 2 Sept, 85 on 7 Oct, and 96 on 4 Nov. Big Nov roosts included 90 at EHSP on the 4th (R. Harlan, S. Wagner) and on the 11th 42 at Mosquito Lk WA (C. Babyak). On 18 Sept, B. Hardesty reported 30 in Hancock, intriguingly including one "white with yellow bill and legs."

Great Egret: Widespread but sparse inland, with high counts of 13 at Berlin Res on 7 Sept (B&D Lane) and 12 at Mosquito Lk WA on 30 Sept (C. Babyak). The ONWRC had the Lakeshore high count of 212 on 2 Sept, then 165 on 7 Oct, and 31 on 4 Nov, the latter the highest of four Nov counts. Only one bird was reported as persisting through a mild Nov, one at Firestone MP in Akron that had remained since mid-Aug (E. Pierce).

Snowy Egret: Most reports came from Aug: on the 2nd one at Toussaint WA and two at Medusa Marsh (J. Hammond); at the CCE on the 9th (V. Fazio) and the 16th (E. Tramer), then four on the 17th (P. Lozano) and three on the 23rd (Hammond), with one remaining on 2 Oct (J. Haw). A healthy 18 were tallied on the 2 Sept ONWRC.

Little Blue Heron: Aug birds included an imm at MWW on the 3rd (S. Reeves), and an ad at Mage 26 Aug (T. Manley). A molting bird at Hoover Res, Delaware, on 2 Sept (R. Thorn) was last seen on 18 Sept (J. Hammond). E. Bruder reported one at Sandy Ridge MP, Lorain, on 9 Sept. D. Saunders et al. found one at the CCE on 12 Sept.

Cattle Egret: In Erie, G. Miller had five on 22 Aug, and J. Hammond 12 on 23 Aug. The ONWRC found one on 2 Sept. The Dunakins found a remarkable 26 in Pausing on 19 Oct. Two were at Sheldon Marsh on 23 Oct (V. Fazio) and one at a Fostoria res 30 Oct-6 Nov (B. Hardesty). Hammond had one in Augatez on 4 Nov, and D. Overacker another the same day through the 18th at BCSP. A bird at BIWA on 12 Nov (T. Nickerson) was perhaps the same one seen at Killdeer on the 15th (M. Misplon). At Ottawa, two were found by R. Harlan and S. Wagner on 19 Nov, remaining through 24 Nov (N. Bixler).

Green Heron: Goodly Aug roosts included 15 at Buckeye Lk, Licking, on the 5th (D. Linzell), and a noteworthy 52 at Wright Marsh in Killbuck WA, Wayne, on the 22nd (L. Deininger), where 38 were found on the 19th last fall. The ONWRC had 14 on 2 Sept and the state's last reported bird on the census of 7 Oct.

Black-crowned Night-Heron: It's the Mill Ck colony in Hamilton revealed nine ad and one imm on 13 Aug (D. Brinkman). Further north, scattered individuals were the rule, with an imm at BIWA on 14 Aug (G. Miller), one at the Shaker Lks on 18 Aug (B. Fambrough), and three at Walnut Beach, Ashtabula, on 19 Aug (J. Pogacnik). Eleven were found on the ONWRC of 2 Sept, and 19 on the Magee census of 17 Sept (H&SB Hiris). Five were in Cleveland on 11 Oct (P. Lozano), 13 roosting at Medusa Marsh on 23 Oct (V. Fazio), and another spent 12-20 Oct near a Findlay res (B. Hardesty).

Plegadis fischeri: J. Perchański discovered one in Vau Wert on 28 Oct, which persisted into the following day. Details are with the OBRC.

Black Vulture: Interesting finds included one in central Crawford on 12 Aug (J. Pogacnik), four early in Licking on 3 Aug (where the flock stabilized at 22 on 28 Nov) for R. Thorn, one at Rocky Fork SP and three at Paint Ck SP on 26 Oct (J. Glover), one over Oak Openings MP on 7 Nov (B. Morrison), five at Lk Buckhorn, Holmes, on 9 Nov (E. Schlabach), and six at MWW on 25 Nov (D. Brinkman).
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Turkey Vulture: J. Miller’s 150 in Holmes on 21 Aug was impressive for the date, as were 110+ at a Mahoning landfill on 7 Sept (B&D Lane) and 70+ at HBSP on 27 Sept (K. Metcalfe). On 26 Oct, J. Glover had 55 at Rocky Fork SP, 120 at Paint Ck SP, and -400 at Madison Lk SP, while E. Lotz counted 150 in Clermont. Migrants continued through the end of the period, with numbers like 110 at Cowan Lk SP on 19 Nov (E. Roush) and 230 at the Granville, Lifick, roost by 28 Nov (R. Thorn).

Greater White-fronted Goose: Scarce, with Pauhding providing nearly all the reports. The Dunakins had six there 28 Oct, then three on 4 Nov, one of which remained on 30 Nov. J. Pogacnik had one at Ottawa on 24 Nov.

Snow Goose: May be exploding in numbers, but not in Ohio: 181 were reported, with high counts of 70 in Lake on 10 Nov (J. Pogacnik) and 22 at the CCE two days earlier (V. Fazio). Migrants first appeared in late Sept, with one at Sandy Ridge MP on the 22nd (D. Sanders), one at Ottawa on the 29th (D. Overacker), and another at Mosquito Lk on the 30th (D. Hochadel). Reported blue geese outnumbered white ones 75 to 8.

Canada Goose: K. Metcalfe reported the return of ~150 migrants from the Hudson and James Bay populations in Geauga on 16 Sept. V. Fazio reported 17 of the “Richardson’s” form at Ottawa on 18 Nov.

Brant: One reported, a bird at Conneaut 20 Oct by D. English.

Mute Swan: High counts of fall gatherings were 43 at EHSP and 26 at Medusa Marsh on 23 Oct (V. Fazio).

Tundra Swan: Nearly 1500 birds reported, all in flocks, the largest of 242 in Lake on 20 Nov (M. Huey). Earliest to arrive were birds at Ottawa, with 16 on 27 Oct (J. Pogacnik) and 135 on the 4 Nov ONWRC, in an area where they regularly overwinter, but fully half the reported numbers passed through on 20 Nov in nine large flocks, a peak over two weeks later than in recent years.

Trumpeter Swan: These introduced birds bear watching. D. Hochadel reported “a pair at Shenango WA had one young with them on 27 Aug. Were they responsible for the absence of pied-billed grebes and moorhens which had been annual breeders at this site until year?”


Gadwall: First reported by the ONWRC, with 31 on 2 Sept, where 3400 were present on 27 Oct (J. Pogacnik) and 1898 on 4 Nov (ONWRC). Persisted through the period in robust numbers, with 24 Nov counts of 300 at Ottawa (Pogacnik) and 144 at Lk Rockwell, Portage (L. Rosche).

An adult white morph snow goose occupied a residential lawn near Clear Fork Reservoir in Richland County on 3 November 2001. This photo of the bird was digiscoped by Joe Hammond.
Black Scoter: One hundred sixty-one reported, between 20 Oct (four birds in Paulding for the Dunakins) and 30 Nov (three birds off S. Bass Isi for S. Wulkowicz). The actual number of birds involved was probably smaller, as there were eight Nov reports of 1-7 birds at Fairport Harbor, and five Nov reports of 6-11 birds at Rocky River. All the same, beyond the Paulding foursome were four other inland reports of singles: 28 Oct at Lima (D. Dister), 4 Nov at Lima (D. Sanders), 4 Nov in Columbus (M. England), and 11 Nov at Maumee (M. Anderson, m obs).


Long-tailed Duck: Again a single bird, found at Findlay Res on 12 Nov and shot by a hunter two days later (B. Sams fide B. Hardesty).

Bufflehead: A female at Hoover Res 9 Sept (B. Sparks) was probably opting out of motherhood this year. The first migrant was at La Due Res 20 Oct (D. English), and the Lk Erie Islands again hosted the big numbers, with 900+ off S. Bass Isi 27 Nov (S. Wulkowicz).

Common Goldeneye: Anything but common this fall. Drakes appeared in Paulding (M&D Dunakin) and at HBSP (K. Metcalf) on 27 Oct, and the seasonal high count was only 30, off S. Bass Isi on 30 Nov (S. Wulkowicz).

Hooded Merganser: Few reports of breeding, with a family group of six at Medusa Marsh on 2 Aug (J. Hammond). The high count was 240 at Ottawa on 24 Nov (J. Pogacnik). Inland numbers were more modest, with ~100 in Geauga on 11 Nov (D. Ferris) and 70+ at Hoover Res on 20 Nov (G. Stauffer).
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Red-breasted Merganser: Late, but plenteous as usual. There were on Pleasant Hill Lk on 17 Oct (J. Herman) for the first of the late ones, and for the plenteous ones D. Brinkman watched long enough to count 10,000+ at Huron on 11 Nov, and S. Wulkowicz 15,000+ off S. Bass Isi on 30 Nov. S. Reeves made a nice inland tally of 175 on 27 Nov at Caesar CK SP.

Ruddy Duck: First reported 29 Sept at Ottawa by D. Overacker, numbers peaked in late Oct, with 4700+ in Sandusky Bay the 23rd (V. Fazio), 900+ at Sheldon Marsh on the 28th (Fazio), and 1300 at Mogadore Res on the 29th (L. Rosche). Best inland counts were 46 at Clear Fork Res on 6 Oct (J. Herman) and 64 at Wilmingon Res on 15 Nov (L. Gara).

Osprey: Likely early migrants were at Sheldon Marsh 4 Aug (B. Sparks), two at Dillon Res 14 Aug (R. Thorn), two on Kelyes Isl 17 Aug (T. Bartlett), one at Conneaut 19 Aug (J. Pogacnik), and another at Kelyes Isl 24 Aug (P. Lozano). The latest soared over Lima on 3 Nov (K. Johnson). Eighty-two reports of migrants overall.

Bald Eagle: Over one hundred reports statewide, not counting the strangely brachyrhynchous individual on the license plates. The high counts came from expected places, with 19 in the CPNWR on 26 Aug (E. Tramer) and 11 on the ONWRC of 2 Sept, plus six (two ad, four imm) at Mosquito Lk on 11 Oct (C. Babyak).

Northern Harrier: August reports came from Paulding on the 2nd (D&M Dunakin), an adult male in Sandusky the 10th (B. Conlon), an adult male at MWW the 16th (J. Hays), three at BWA on the 20th (G. Miller), and a female at CPNWR on the 26th (E. Tramer). High count was eight at Killdeer on 18 Nov (J. Hammond). Nearly 100 reported.

Sharp-shinned Hawk: The first migrant noted was 25 Aug in the Oak Openings (E. Tramer). Observers at Kelyes Isl counted 33 on 30 Sept (T. Gilliland et al.).

Northern Goshawk: A record 70 overflow the SE Michigan hawk-watch, but few were detected a few miles further south in Ohio; among them was one 7 Nov in the Oak Openings (B. Morrison) and an adult near Bay View, Erie, 11 Nov (J. Lehman et al.).

Red-shouldered Hawk: Rare local breeders were probably those seen by E. Tramer in the Oak Openings 17 Aug, 8 Sept, and 17 Sept. Like the previous species, few migrants from further north were noted, with a high count of only five, seen along I-75 south of Toledo on 3 Nov (J. Hammond).

Broad-winged Hawk: A bird on the 2 Sept ONWRC was decidedly early. During the usual period, the high count was 370 over Lucas on 16 Sept (E. Tramer). Twenty-eight miles from the Ohio border, Lk Erie MP counters in Michigan had 81,909 this fall.

Red-tailed Hawk: A “mostly albino” individual was reported from Tuscawas on 17 Nov (E. Schlabach).

Rough-legged Hawk: There are published reports of this Arctic hawk in Ohio from every month of the year, but only a couple from August: G. Miller and D. Sanders had good looks at a light morph in Woodbury WA on the 17th. Another early bird appeared over Ottawa on 8 Sept (B.J. Bossenbroek, et al.). These did not presage large numbers, as fewer than 20 others were reported during the rest of the period.

Golden Eagle: Hawk-watchers just over the border in Michigan counted 174 this fall, the first on 29 Sept, the last on 22 Nov; thus R. Harlan and S. Wagner’s adult from southern Noble on 17 Sept was doubly curious—in time and space. Keeping to a more standard itinerary was an imm over the Oak Openings 30 Oct (D. Sanders fide J. Hammond), another over Lucas the following day (R. Johnson), a juv in Hancock 3 Nov (Hammond et al.), and an adult in Lucas 11 Nov (J. Lehman et al.).
Merlin: An imm spent some days in mid-Aug at Mentor Lagoons in Lake (fide L. Rosche). Almost as early were one at Conneaut 19 Aug (J. Pogacnik) and another 24 Aug at Kelley's Isl (P. Lozano et al.), where the high count of six was reported on 20 Sept (T. Gilliland). A good total of 54 statewide.

Peregrine Falcon: A juv at Sandy Ridge MP 5 Sept (S. Wright), and a banded juv at the CCE 8 Sept (J. Hammond et al.) were probably from locally introduced stock. More timely migrants arrived 22 Sept, with one at HBSP (K. Metcalf) and another in Holmes (L. Yoder). Thirty-four birds were reported, the last of them two imm at Fairport Harbor 24 Nov (L. Rosche).

Wild Turkey: A good flock for the CVNP was ~100 on 30 Nov (D. Whitehead fide D. Chasar). The DOW estimated 260,000 turkeys in Ohio this year, versus none 50 years ago. J. McCormac noted their numbers have increased considerably in the hills of the southeast, where it is "now common to see large areas of forest floor denuded by the scratch-feeding of foraging flocks."

Northern Bobwhite: Two on Kelley's Isl on 17 Aug were a surprise (T. Bartlett). The high count of ~30 came from B. Stanley's property in Clermont.

Virginia Rail: Elusive as always in fall, two were detected on the 2 Sept ONWRC, and J. Pogacnik found one at Sandy Ridge MP on 8 Nov.

Sora: One was in Clark on 5 Aug (D. Overacker), and seven at Magee on 17 Sept (H&S Hiris).

Common Moorhen: Eleven at BIWA on 1 Aug were local breeders (T. Nickerson). Seventeen were at Ottawa on 5 Aug (R. Harlan, S. Wagner). An adult with young was at Killbuck on 9 and 29 Sept, and one remained on 24 Oct (S. Snyder). Ten were counted on the 2 Sept ONWRC. The latest seen was in Columbus on 4 Nov (M. England).

American Coot: Twenty-five at Ottawa on 2 Aug probably summered locally (J. Hammond), and by 2 Sept the ONWRC found 161, which must have included migrants; their census of 7 Oct tallied 1200. By 21 Oct, 5404 were at Magee (H&S Hiris) and 1000+ at CPNW (E. Tramer). On 1 Nov, 2300+ were at Ottawa (V. Fazio). Away from the western Lk Erie marshes, 450 were at Sandy Ridge on 4 Nov (T&M Romito), and 130 at Clear Fork Res on 9 Nov (J. Herman).

Conneaut Harbor in Ashtabula County provided ample photographic opportunities of shorebirds this season. This black-bellied plover was photographed there on 29 October 2001 by Bob Royse.

Sandhill Crane: An unbanded adult at Berlin Res 15 Aug (C. Holt) may have strayed from nearby breeding populations. Two tame birds at Sandy Ridge 25 Aug (M. Hendrick) and thereafter included one with band #355, which had been led by an Operation Migration ultralight to the Carolinas in the fall of 1998 and later failed to migrate back north; it and others were hauled up to New York by truck, where it stayed put, an unfortunate case of imprinting on humans and a photogenic but ineffective attempt at induced migration. Elsewhere, over 2000 wild migrants were counted, all in the western part of the state, with 100-125 as far east as Hoover Res on 20 Nov (G. Stauffer) and Ross on 10 Oct (J. McCormac). Their timing very close to that of tundra swans this season, the lion's share past 20-23 Nov. High counts were on the 20th, with 370-570 at a roost in Montgomery (J. Wilson), 400+ over Spring Grove Cemetery in Hamilton (B. Jorg), and ~450 in Finneytown, Hamilton (J. Lippert). At Cowan Lk SP, Clinton, 20 were present on 20 Nov, 40 on the next day, and three persisted 23 Nov to 8 Dec (E. Roush). The Wayne breeders were seen 24 Aug (S. Snyder). Among the Geauga cranes, the "Troy Trio" remained through the fall, and the Clarion cranes numbered two at the outset of the period, but increased with a report of "four gray flamings" to the local police on 15 Nov; they remained on 23 Nov (D. Best).

Black-bellied Plover: Over 800 were reported, most at the CCE's bounteous shorebird habitats. R. Humlaker had the first at HBSP on 4 Aug. On 9 Aug V. Fazio spotted 10 ad and two juv at the CCE, but relatively few reports emerged until October's juveniles arrived, with ~200 on the 4th at the CCE (J. Hammond), 125 on the ONWRC of the 7th, and 29 on the 28th at Conneaut (B. Royse). There were many Nov birds, with 104 on the 4th's ONWRC, 28 at the CCE on the 8th (Fazio), 39 there on the 18th (Fazio), six there the 24th (J. Pogacnik), and one at Findlay Res on the 26th (J. Taber fide B. Hardesty).

American Golden-Plover: Three were on the CCE on 10 Aug (B. Conlon). September's largest count was 20 in Paulding on the 11th (M&D Dunakin). October sightings were dominated by the CCE, with a good high count of 430 there on the 10th (V. Fazio); nine were at Berlin Res on the 5th (B. Morrison). One report came from Nov, a single bird at the CCE on the 3rd (J. Haw).

Semipalmated Plover: Returned during the previous period, and August numbers were decent, with 30 at the CCE on the 2nd (J. Hammond), and 96 there on the 30th (V. Fazio). Relatively skimp numbers were found thereafter, and of only four Oct reports, the latest was of a single bird at Conneaut on the 23rd (G. Miller).

This American golden-plover posed at Conneaut Harbor in Ashtabula County on 11 September 2001. Photo by Bob Royse.
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Kildeer: On 2 Aug 100+ were at Toussaint WA, with 400 at the nearby CCE (J. Hammond). A survey of shorebird spots in the western Lk Erie marshes yielded 3700+ on 5 Aug for V. Fazio. At Berlin Res, 599 were present 11 Aug (K. Miller) and 649 on 6 Sept (B. Morrison). Significant numbers in Nov were 52 in Van Wert on the 2nd (J. Perchalski) and 90 at Hoover Res on the 3rd (R. Thorn).

American Avocet: About 25 birds, half or so inland. One of the summer's Medusa Marsh birds persisted through 9 Aug (T. Bartlett fide V. Fazio). One was at Conneaut on 11 Aug (T&M Romito), with 1-3 at BCSP 12-14 Aug (D. Overacker). Five were at Conneaut on 10 Sept (B. Royse), and one in Paulding on 21 Sept (D&M Dunakin). High count was of eight at Caesar Ck SP on 20 Oct (L. Gara), and the last report came from the CCE, with a bird on 24 Nov (J. Pogacnik).

Greater Yellowlegs: Forty birds inland in Paulding on 16 Aug were unusual (D&M Dunakin), and would have been the season's high count, save for 44 found on the 2 Sept ONWRC. Six reports came in Nov, with one of 26 birds at Port Clinton on the 18th (V. Fazio), and the last of a singleton on the CCE on the 24th (J. Pogacnik).

Lesser Yellowlegs: The high count came early, with 380+ at the CCE on 9 Aug (V. Fazio). Paulding had another local record number with 135 on 16 Aug (M&D Dunakin). Numbers were relatively low once juveniles showed up, perhaps because Pte Mouillee in Michigan was attracting lessers by the thousands. Remarkably, six sightings came from Nov, including 44 at Port Clinton on the 18th (Fazio) and three at the CCE on the 24th (J. Pogacnik).

Solitary Sandpiper: High counts were 31 at Beach City WA in Tuscarawas on 4 Aug and 24 the following day at Berlin Res (B. Morrison). Singles lingering into Oct were at BCSP on the 5th (D. Overacker) and at Caesar Ck SP on the 14th (L. Gara) and the 21st (N. Cade).

American avocets present at Caesar Creek State Park in Warren County on 20 October 2001.

Larry Gara was able to photograph seven of the American avocets present at Caesar Creek State Park in Warren County on 20 October 2001.
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Willet: Thirteen reported, the first at Sheldon Marsh 16 Aug (G. Miller), with a high count of but two at Pipe Ck WA 26 Aug (A. Osborn). Remarkably, though nearly routine for some shorebird species this fall, there were an unusual number of late sightings, four in Oct: one the 2nd at SVWA (B. Royse), one the 4th at Crane Ck SP (B. Whan), one the 7th at the CCE (ONWRC), and one the 20th at Conneaut (J. Pogacnik).

Spotted Sandpiper: Thirty-one at Berlin Res on 9 Aug was an excellent count (B. Morrison). R. Thorn had a couple on the Greenlawn Dam in Columbus on 7 Oct, and T&PM Billm reported 16 at Metzger Marsh on 20 Oct.

Upland Sandpiper: Mostly undetected, but five were in Paulding on 6 Aug (D&M Dunakin), and another at Berlin Res on 21 Aug (B. Morrison).

Whimbrel: Eleven birds reported, all near Lk Erie, the first the continuing individual at Medusa Marsh through 2 Aug (J. Hammond), the last not at all late on 22 Sept at Conneaut (D. Le Galle). High count was four at Conneaut on 19 Aug (J. Pogacnik).

Hudsonian Godwit: As many as 50 birds reported, with a high count of 18 at the CCE on 27 Oct (J. Pogacnik). Most were near Lk Erie, but an adult in near-basic plumage was at Caesar Ck SP on 23 Aug (E. Rouhi), three molting adults on 8 Sept at Hoover Res (G. Balson et al.), and six in Fulton 5 Oct (J. Yochum). R. Harlan and S. Wagner had a flyover during an Indians game in Cleveland on 30 Sept. The last seen was 8 Nov at the CCE (T. Gilliland et al.).

Marbled Godwit: At the CCE, three were found 8 Aug (V. Fazio) and were observed being flushed by humans on 10 Aug (B. Conlon); three were reported the following day at nearby Pte Mouillee, Michigan. Also at the CCE were one 21 Aug (J. Lehman), one 23 Aug (J. Hammond), one 30 Aug (T. Shirley), then one 9 Sept (Hammond), 12 Sept (G. Miller), and one 27-28 Oct (J. Pogacnik). At Sheldon Marsh, one was found 16 Aug (Miller), 17 Aug (P. Lozano), 21 Aug (E. Yoder), 25 Aug (D. Sanders), 30 Aug (Fazio), 8 Sept (Hammond), and 12 Sept (Miller). Anyone's guess as to how many individuals were involved at these, the only two locations where the species was found.

Ruddy Turnstone: Not a good showing, with only 19 birds reported. The high count was four, at the CCE on 9 Aug (V. Fazio). The last two sightings were inland, with one at Findlay Res on 18 Sept (B. Hardesty) and another at Grand Lk St Marys on 30 Sept (J. Ruedisueli).
Red Knot: Around 50 birds reported, all at the CCE, Sheldon Marsh, or Conneaut Harbor. The first came from 15 Aug at the CCE (J. Brumfield), and the latest on 10 Oct there (V. Fazio). The high count of 11 also came from the CCE, on the 2 Sept ONWRC.

Sanderling: Nearly a thousand birds for the season, with a high count of 286 on 10 Oct at the CCE (V. Fazio), where nearly 700 of the season’s total were found.

Semipalmated Sandpiper: Fall birds, nearly all juveniles, were not numerous. The high count was 250+ at Marblehead on 26 Aug (V. Fazio); 120 were at Sheldon Marsh on 2 Aug (J. Hammond), and 135 at the CCE on 5 Aug (Fazio). Fifty-two were at Berlin Res on 10 Sept (B. Morrison). Oct reports included two at CCE on the 6th (Hammond) and 10 at Mosquito Lk WA on the 11th (C. Babyak).

Western Sandpiper: Fewer than 30 reports, nearly all juveniles in the glaciated portion of the state. On 11 Aug two were at Berlin Res (K. Miller), one at MWW (N. Cade), and another at W. Branch SP (L. Rosche). The high count was three, in Paulding on 17 Aug (M&D Dunakin), at the CCE on 27 Oct (V. Fazio), and on 5 Nov at the CCE (R. Harlan, S. Wagner).

Least Sandpiper: Unusually skimp in numbers this fall. The high counts were early, with 180 at the CCE on 9 Aug (V. Fazio) and 141 at Berlin Res on 11 Aug (K. Miller), with other inland counts less than 50. A poor breeding season? Clement weather kept two at the CCE through 24 Nov (J. Pogacnik) and one at BCSP the following day (D. Overacker).

White-rumped Sandpiper: Only ~25 reported, with a high of six at the CCE on 26 Sept (G. Miller). Inland numbers included two at Berlin Res on 10 Sept (B. Morrison) and one at SVWA on 2 Oct (S. Reeves). Did not linger, with the latest on 27 Oct at HBSP (K. Metcalf).

Baird’s Sandpiper: Of ~125 reported the first was in Paulding on 12 Aug (D&M Dunakin). Twenty-five or more were inland, the furthest south one at SVWA on 22 Aug (S. Reeves). The high count was 15 at the CCE on 8 Sept (J. Hammond et al.), and the latest were two at the CCE on 3 Nov (J. Haw) and two at Port Clinton 18 Nov (V. Fazio).

### Pectoral Sandpiper: Customarily numerous through the period, reported almost entirely from western Lk Erie; the high count of nearly 2000 in a 8 Aug survey of that area by V. Fazio, and the largest flock was 500+ at Sheldon Marsh on 16 Aug (G. Miller). On 18 Nov, two were at Port Clinton (Fazio) and one at BCSP (D. Overacker).

Purple Sandpiper: Only one, at Ashtabula on 18 Nov (J. Pogacnik).

Dunlin: More than 14,000 reported, the highest count a remarkable 6500+ at the CCE on 28 Oct (J. Pogacnik); the next highest was 2600+ there on 1 Nov (V. Fazio). Also notable were the following early arrivals: an albinistic individual at the CCE 9 (Fazio) and 10 Aug (B. Conlon), an adult at Sheldon Marsh 21 Aug (J. Lehman) and 25 Aug (D. Sanders), one at the CCE 30 Aug (J. Brumfield, T. Shiveley), and a basic-plumaged bird at Hoover Res on 5 Sept (Sanders).

Stilt Sandpiper: Nearly 200 reported. New to Kelleys Isl records was one on 17 Aug (T. Bartlett). The high count of 25 at the CCE (J. Hammond) was no surprise, and 17 on 1 Oct at BIWA (D. Sanders) was good, but of greater interest was its persistence: 24 Oct in Wayne (S. Snyder), 26 Oct at BCSP (D. Overacker), and 18 Nov, when 11 were at Pt Clinton (V. Fazio).

Buff-breasted Sandpiper: About 50 birds reported, all or nearly all juveniles. In Minnesota this fall, by contrast, 480 adults were found the first week of Aug, with a high count of 164 in a single field (C. Mandel). Our first, a bird on 13 Aug at Berlin Lk (B. Morrison et al.) was indeterminate as to age because of viewing conditions. The high count was eight at Sheldon Marsh 30 Aug (T. Shively, J. Brumfield). Inland reports included one at Hoover Res 30 Aug (G. Balson), three there 3 Sept (D. Sanders), one there 18 Sept (J. Hammond), one there 22 Sept (Balson), three in Paulding 4 Sept (M&D Dunakin), one at BCSP 14-16 Sept (D. Overacker), one at MWW 26 (P. Wharton) and 27 Aug (S. Reeves), one at EFSP 9 (B. Stanley) and 10 Sept (B. Foppe), and one 21 Aug, six 11 Sept, and four 25 Sept at Findlay Res (B. Hardesty).
Short-billed Dowitcher: Migrants tapered off in Aug, with the seasonal high count only ~100 at Sheldon Marsh on the 16th (G. Miller). Only ~30 reported inland, with a high of five on 8 Aug at Mosquito Lk WA (D. Hochadel), and the farthest south one in Ross on 9 Aug (D&D Lane). The latest was in the CCE on 4 Oct (J. Hammond et al.).

Long-billed Dowitcher: After one summer report, the first fall bird was on the CCE on 2 Aug (B. Whan), an adult already in molt; four were there the 9th (V. Fazio), and six the 10th (B. Conlon). The first basic-plumaged adult was seen at BIWA 11 Sept (Fazio). On 4 Oct 110 were at the CCE (Whan), and 214 by the 10th (Fazio); 46 were counted 27 Oct (J. Pogacnik), and 60 on 5 Nov (ONWR). Has the staging population displaced from Metzger Marsh WA resorted to temporarily low water levels at CCE? The last seen was at Huron on 16 Nov (B. Royse).

Common Snipe: Eleven were at Sheldon Marsh 4 Oct (B. Whan), 21 at the CPNWR on 21 Oct (E. Tramer), two in Van Wert on 2 Nov (J. Perchalski), five at the CCE on 8 Nov (V. Fazio), and 28 at BCSP on 10 Nov and 39 on 18 Nov (D. Overacker). On the latter date, Fazio observed a remarkable 310 at Metzger Marsh WA.

American Woodcock: Sightings were customarily sporadic, the first 7 Sept in Columbus (B. Royse), and the last of two in Lake 26 Nov (J. Pogacnik). R. Campbell had two in Belmont on 3 Nov, and N. Keller relayed a report of one in downtown Cincinnati on 17 Nov.

Wilson's Phalarope: All reports: 2 Aug, an adult and a juv at CCE (B. Whan, J. Hammond); 17 Aug one at Marblehead (V. Fazio); one at Pipe Ck WA 22 (G. Miller) and 23 Aug (Hammond); one at Conneaut 3 Sept (J. Pogacnik); one late at Port Clinton on 18 Nov (Fazio).

Red-necked Phalarope: Twenty to 25 birds reported, the high count seven at Sheldon Marsh on 8 Sept (B. Whan). The first, a juv, appeared at the CCE 12 Aug (P. Lozano), and an adult there 15 Aug (J. Brumfield). A juv in Paulding 18-24 Aug was unusual (M&D Dunakin). Two at Pipe Ck WA 18 Aug (B. Morrison) grew to five 30 Aug (T. Shively). Two were at Fairport Harbor 29 Oct for G. Meszaros.
Bonaparte's Gull: By 2 Aug 1480 had assembled at the CCE, and 1050 at Sheldon Marsh (B. Whan). 10 Oct brought ~5000 to the CCE, and 23 Oct 5600+ to EHSP (V. Fazio). Eastbound Nov migrants at inland reservoirs numbered 280+ at Mosquito Lk (C. Babyak) on the 11th, and 250+ at Charles Mill Lk, Ashland/ Richland, on the 27th (J. Herman).

Ring-billed Gull: Notable were ~1000 at Pleasant Hill Lk on 9 Oct (J. Herman) and as many as 8000 at the CCE on 23 Oct (V. Fazio).

Thayer's Gull: A first-year bird was early in Eastlake on 4 Nov (J. Pogacnik, L. Rosche).

Lesser Black-backed Gull: First report from Conneaut on 14 Oct (J. Pogacnik); a first-year bird was at Eastlake on 4 Nov (L. Rosche). One at Huron on 8 Nov (Pogacnik) persisted through the period.

Great Black-backed Gull: The summer's adult remained at Sheldon on 2 Aug (J. Hammond). One was on the 7 Oct ONWRC, and P. Lozano counted 17 in Cleveland on 11 Oct. No counts of notable numbers were reported.

Sabine's Gull: The first, a juv, was in Lake on 27 Sept (J. Pogacnik). One on 26 Oct at HBSP (J. Brumfield) may or may not have been the juv seen there by B. Winger on the 27th. G. Miller located a juv inland at Indian Lk, Logan, on 3 Nov.

Caspian Tern: No large numbers, with a high count of 104+ at Hoover Res on 14 Aug (B. Royse). A pair at Conneaut was the last to depart, judging by reports, present from 20 (J. Pogacnik) to 28 Oct (B. Royse).

Common Tern: Dozens of local breeders were around earlier, but ~1000 at the CCE on 17 Aug were staging migrants (P. Lozano). A month later on 18 Sept, ~3000 were there (B. Whan). At EHSP on 27 Oct, 300 were present, but the only Nov report came from the 1st, with five birds at Pt. Clinton (both V. Fazio).

Forster's Tern: The largest concentration was of 900+ at the CCE on 9 Aug (V. Fazio), and the same observer had 480 at Port Clinton on 23 Oct. The latest reported were four at EHSP on 21 Nov (B. Royse).


This lesser black-backed gull was caught snoozing at Huron Harbor in Erie County on 18 November 2001. Digiscoped photo by Joe Hammond.

Black Tern: Like last fall, nearly sixty birds reported, nearly all away from Lk Erie. Over 20 were at Winton Woods, Hamilton, on 6 Aug (B. Leaman) for the high count. The last were at Pipe Creek and Sheldon Marsh SNP on 26 Aug (J. Brumfield).

Eurasian Collared-Dove: A bird shot on 1 Sept in Crawford was retrieved 3 Sept; it and accompanying details were sent to the OBRC. If accepted, it will be the long-awaited first state record of this species.

Black-billed Cuckoo: One was still calling in Athens on 20 Oct (C. Corbin). The CVNP census found two on 15 Sept for the high count, if you can call it that, and the last was detected 26 Sept at the CCE by G. Miller.

Yellow-billed Cuckoo: Persisted, with one seen by the ONWRC on 7 Oct, and one banded at Shawnee Lookout, Hamilton, on 13 Oct (fide BSBO).

Barn Owl: A pair in Holmes produced a second brood of six, of which one remained in the nest on 11 Nov (E. Yoder), and a nest with four young near Sugar Creek in Holmes was active at the end of the period (E. Schlabach).

Snowy Owl: Much like last fall, with more than a dozen birds statewide. The first (imm male) appeared at Indian Lk, Logan, on 30 Oct (fide T. Shively), where the local paper breathlessly informed readers that adults of the species "grow to be 3-4 feet tall." Most birds were at customary Lk Erie shore sites, but others penetrated as far south as BIWA on 15 Nov (V. Fazio) and Holmes on the following day (E. Schlabach).

Long-eared Owl: G. Leidy photographed one in Cuyahoga on 23 Nov.

Short-eared Owl: Migrants appeared near Lk Erie first in a mall in Rocky River on 26 Aug (P. Lozano), in Conneaut on 23 Oct (G. Miller) and 18 Nov (J. Pogacnik), at Gordon Pk in Cleveland 15 Oct-3 Nov (max of five on 2 Nov) (S. Zadar), and two at HBSP on 31 Oct (L. Rosche). In Columbus, numbers were noted from 20 Oct through the end of the period (B&D Lane), with a max of 11+ on 3 Nov. Five were in Paulding on 14 Nov (D&M Dunakin), and one in Holmes on 17 Nov (E. Schlabach).

Northern Saw-whet Owl: S. Zadar monitored their passage through Gordon Pk, finding 7+ from 27 Oct to 30 Nov, with a max of three on 14 Nov. A. Osborn found one on the Magee Bird Trail on 18 Nov.

Sean Zadar kept track of northern saw-whet owls this season at Gordon Park in Cuyahoga County. This obliging individual was photographed there by him on 28 October 2001.
Common Nighthawk: Six three-figure counts came in for late August: the first migrants were 16 in Cuyahoga on the 22nd (P. Lozano) and the seasonal high count of 400+, in Washington, came on the 29th from B. Placier. Four large counts came from Sept, and one in Oct (138 in 25 minutes over Columbus on the 2nd, B. Whan). In Nov, one was seen the 1st in Cuyahoga (G. Leidy), and one on the 2nd in Columbus (M. Skinner).

Whip-poor-will: B. Lund heard the last calling bird in Adams on 8 Sept, and T. Gilliland saw the last reported migrant 25 Sept in Rocky River, Cuyahoga.

Chimney Swift: Will renovation of aging Ohio schools hurt swift populations? Large colonies seem restricted to chimneys of schools statewide, with more modern structures going swiftless. Big roosts appeared in Franklin with “close to a thousand” on 23 Aug (D. Sillick), then ~1500 on 30 Aug (G. Miller), and 2000+ in Licking on 3 Sept (T. Nickerson). The largest reported migrant flock was of 2000+ at Gordon Pk in Cleveland on 5 Oct (S. Zadar). B. McCullough of Geauga watched the local high school chimney (built circa 1936, for coal-fired boilers) for swifts, with the following results: 9/28: 700 birds; 10/7: 113; 10/8: 1812; 10/19: 600; 10/20: 333; 10/24: 156; 10/26: 3; 10/28: 1; 10/29&30: 0. He relates that “several years ago on a Friday night either late in August or early September Berkshire [HS] had a home football game. The county fair just six houses down the street from my house was in full swing, and I was out in the yard greeting people walking to the fair. All of a sudden the air over our house was filled with swifts. I counted 495 that went down my chimney. What had happened was that the band members for the game were tuning up at the base of the chimney, and that was too much for the swifts. The next night there were about 250 at my house, and then the numbers dropped off until in a few days they were all back at the school chimney.”

Ruby-throated Hummingbird: The high count was eight, all feeding on natural sources, in Holmes on 19 Aug (E. Yoder). Last sightings spanned the second half of Sept, with immature birds in Mehooning on the 17th (C. Babyak), in Paulding on the 24th (M&D Dunakin), and in Adams on the 27th (B. Lund). Their rapidly-decreasing numbers in late Aug are illustrated by amounts of nectar used at Lund’s feeder: on the 18th two quarts, on the 20th one quart, on the 25th one pint, and on the 28th one-half cup.

Rufous Hummingbird: A reported subadult male was photographed in Adams on 6 Nov, and documentation is with the OBRC. The homeowners reported two adults had been at the feeder in early Oct, and reported photos of these birds are being sought. Not unprecedented, as three birds were banded this fall in adjacent yards in Georgia (fide K. Theodorou) and two in Virginia from the same neighborhood (fide L. Lynch); nor are these tough birds doomed: this year one was captured in Michigan on 1 Nov that had been banded in North Carolina on 2 Dec 2000 (fide Allen Chartier); a bander in Missouri captured another in the first week of Dec that had been banded two years earlier in Louisiana (fide N. Newfield).

Selasphorus Hummingbird: An immature bird present 14-16 Nov in Wood was photographed, and details are with the OBRC. S. Peterson tallied fall and Dec 2001 reports of birds of this genus in 172 counties in 26 of the 37 states east of Colorado; last year it was 204 counties in 28 states.

Hummingbird sp.: One was at HBSP on 30 Sept (K. Metcalf), and one in Hancock on 2 Oct (D. Kohl fide B. Hardesty). From Franklin (fide L. Potect) came a belated report from 24 Nov of a bird “much smaller than a ruby-throated, with green back, dark front, no visible gorget.” Ouch.

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker: The high count of migrants was four, at HBSP on 18 Oct (L. Rosche), and a late bird was at Black Hand Gorge, Licking, on 9 Nov (H. Nagy). One seen 22 Nov in Clinton (E. Roush) may be among southern-wintering birds.

Northern Flicker: The largest numbers passed through in Sept, with 25 on the ONWRC of the 2nd, 106 on the CVNP census of 15 Sept, and 60+ the same day at Gordon Pk (S. Zadar).

Pileated Woodpecker: The 15 Sept CVNP census tallied 28, outstripping hairy woodpecker numbers for the first time locally.

Olive-sided Flycatcher: Twenty-two birds reported was a good result. A very early report came on 5 Aug at the Shaker Lks (R. Rickard), with the next two on 9 Aug (T. Bartlett) in Seneca and 19 Aug at HBSP (L. Rosche). The latest came from the CVNP on 24 Sept (T&M Romito).

Eastern Wood-Pewee: A high count of seven in Medina on 28 Aug perhaps included migrants (R. Harlan, S. Wagner). On the late side were one in Holmes on 13 Oct (E. Yoder) and one in Columbus on 18 Oct (K. Kaufman fide J. Swisser).

Yellow-bellied Flycatcher: Returnees dated from 18 Aug (N. Barber) and 24 Aug (R. Hannikman) at HBSP. One was banded at Navarre Marsh on 9 Oct (BSBO).

Acadian Flycatcher: R. Harlan and S. Wagner had an adult and a juv in Medina on 1 and 18 Sept, and E. Yoder a singing bird on the 22nd in Holmes. S. Zadar et al. encountered one in Gordon Pk, Cleveland, as late as 7 Oct.

Willow Flycatcher: One was at MWW on 1 Sept (P. Wharton), two at Magee on 8 Sept (J. Hammond), and one on the CVNP census of 15 Sept.

 Least Flycatcher: E. Yoder’s bird of 15 Aug in Holmes was likely a migrant, and by 25 Aug B. Winger had five at HBSP. The last was banded at Navarre Marsh on 27 Sept. (BSBO).

Empidonax Flycatcher: One seen at Sandy Ridge MP, Lorain, on the intriguing date of 8 Nov (J. Pogacnik) could neither be conclusively identified nor refound.

Eastern Phoebe: Six were on the CPNWWR on 26 Aug (E. Tramer). One was at Mosquito Lk on 11 Oct (C. Babyak), and one in a likelier wintering clime at Cowan Lk SP on 21 Nov (E. Roush).

 Vermilion Flycatcher: What promises to be the state’s third verified record, a young male, was found by S. Cummings and B. Zwiebel at Ottawa on 4 Nov. It remained through the period for those able to see it, as Ottawa managers permitted birders to venture ~200 yds into an off-limits area, with supervision, during three days of the first week of its stay. Documentation of this tricky ID is with the OBRC.

 Great Crested Flycatcher: One was still in song in Pickaway on 7 Aug (R. Thorn), and another remained on 22 Sept in Highland (D. Overacker).

 Eastern Kingbird: Migrant concentrations of 28 occurred at Kelleys Isl 17 Aug (T. Bartlett), and 26 Aug, with 35 at Killdeer (D. Sanders) and 31 at Ottawa (E. Tramer).
Purple Barn Swallow: Appeared on 7 Nov at Killdeer with two birds (B. Morrison), Ottawa on 8 Nov (J. Pogacnik), Bayshore PP on 12 Nov (G. Klug fide G. Links), MBSP on 23 Nov (R. Johnson), and a less commonly-seen adult at Fairport Harbor (L. Rosche) on 24 Nov; H. Hendrickson found another similar the same day in Geauga.

White-eyed Vireo: One was still in song in Adams on 23 Sept (B. Lund). October birds were at Gilmore Ponds (M. Busam) and Shawnee Lookout (fide BSBO) on the 6th, Cowan Lk SP on the 9th (E. Rounsh), and an imm at Gordon Pk in Cleveland on the 18th (S. Zadar).

Bell’s Vireo: Five birds from the breeding site at MWW were last noted 11 Aug (N. Cade).

Yellow-throated Vireo: Seen in Franklin (J. Hammond) and in Holmes (E. Schlabach) on 27 Sept, and last on 6 Oct at BCSP (D. Overacker).

Blue-headed Vireo: First two migrants reported at Shaker Lks 14 Sept (B. Fambrough). Eight were at Kelleys Isl 30 Sept (P. Lozano) for the high count. Late birds were found 2 Nov at Ottawa (J. Yochum) and the next day at Magee (J. Haw).

Warbling Vireo: Fifteen were at Magee 2 Sept (R. Harlan, S. Wagnar). One was banded at Navarre Marsh 8 Oct (BSBO). Strange was one at Bay Village, Cuyahoga, 9 Nov (P. Lozano et al.); it was impossible to tell if this silent bird was of the western race.

Philadelphia Vireo: Ten late Aug reports, beginning the 24th at HBSP (R. Hannikman), and four during the first week of Sept, all near the Lake save for one in Holmes on 3 Sept (E. Yoder). No Oct reports, oddly. First bird was one banded at Navarre Marsh on 29 Sept (BSBO).

Red-eyed Vireo: Last reported 23 Oct at Cuyahoga’s N. Chagrin Res’n (K. Metcalf).

Blue Jay: Fifty were at Gilmore Ponds, Butler, on 22 Sept (M. Busam). A good fall count was 300 migrants in Lake on 8 Oct (J. Pogacnik).

American Crow: D. Brinkman estimated the Cincinnati roost at 50,000 on 26 Nov. In Cleveland, 2500 were contrasting notables on 24 Nov (G. Leidy).

Purple Martin: The last report came from the site of Ohio’s one-time record roost, S. Bass Isl, on 11 Sept (S. Wulkowicz).

Tree Swallow: Seen in unspectacular numbers, with 1370 at CPNWR on 26 Aug the month’s reported high, but scarce thereafter, with an Oct high count of only 12 on the 26th at Clear Fork Res (J. Herman). Last report came from 8 Nov at Sandy Ridge MP (J. Pogacnik).

Northern Rough-winged Swallow: One hundred were at Castalia, Erie, on 5 Aug (R. Harlan, S. Wagnar), another 100 in Pickaway on 29 Aug (J. Hammond), and ~80 at MWW on 6 Oct (D. Brinkman), not bad for a standoffish species. One at Fairport Harbor on 18 Oct was latish (L. Rosche), but two at Buckeye Lk, Licking, on 15 Nov were lagging way behind.

Bank Swallow: No reports were later than that for 7 Sept in Pickaway (D. Overacker).

Cliff Swallow: A hundred or more in Delaware 29 Aug (J. Hammond et al.) easily qualified as the high count, and the last were 10 in Pickaway on 8 Sept (D. Overacker).

Barn Swallow: No huge flights reported, though 300 inland in Holmes on 21 Aug was a good one (E. Schlabach). Late was a bird in Ottawa on 23 Oct (V. Fazio), and later still one at MBSP on 24 Nov (J. Pogacnik).

Black-capped Chickadee: High count was 24 on 18 Oct at Gordon Pk (S. Zadar), and regional reports signaled a possible southward push. At least in Holmes, two were around on 23 Oct (E. Schlabach), one on 24 Oct through the end of the period (E. Yoder), and seven on 27 Oct (Schlabach).

**WHAN**

**AUTUMN 2001 REPORTS**

Red-breasted Nuthatch: Early sightings can presage invasions by northern birds, as in 1995, when early Sept nuthatches were followed by higher than usual numbers of redpolls, siskins, and evening grosbeaks; appearances of nuthatches as early as 15 Aug in 1993 were followed by flushes of the same species. This year Aug sightings began on 13 Aug in Cuyahoga (S. Wright), two in Lake on 23 Aug (J. Pogacnik), and five in Cincinnati on the 29th (D. Brinkman). Later, the CVNP census counted 36 on 15 Sept, and B. Zwiefel had ~20 at Magee on 7 Oct.

Brown-headed Nuthatch: What should prove to be a first Ohio record was found 21 Nov by L. Gilbert on private property in Geauga, with m obs and ph through the period. Details are with the OBRC, whose job on this bird seems almost as onerous as that on the vermilion flycatcher. The Gilberts were so hospitable and generous as to put other hosts of rare birds—even the public servants at Ottawa NWR—to shame.

Brown Creeper: An early migrant was in Medina on 1 Sept (R. Harlan, S. Wagner), and four remained at BCSP on 25 Nov (D. Overacker).

Carolina Wren: We’ll see what this winter brings, but northern populations looked good, with 15 on the CVNP census of 15 Sept, and 22 on the Kelleys Isl census of 17 Nov (T. Bartlett).


Winter Wren: The high count was 10, on the Kelleys Isl census of 16 Sept (T. Bartlett), and the latest report in the north was 12 Nov on the CVNP (T&M Romito).

Sedge Wren: August birds included eight on the 5th at the Voice of America grounds in Butler (M. Busam), four on Ottawa at 5th (R. Harlan, S. Wagner), at least five at MWW on the 5th (P. Wharton)—with two still there on 6 Oct (D. Brinkman)—and five in Franklin (nest, ph) on the 16th (J. Watts). S. Zadar had five between 15 Sept and 20 Oct at Gordon Pk, Cuyahoga, where B. Finkelstein saw one, for the last report, on 22 Oct. L. Rosche had one at HBSP on 18 Oct.

Marsh Wren: Migrants continued through Oct, with birds at HBSP the 6th (J. Lehman et al.), two at Gordon Pk in Cleveland on the 10th (S. Zadar), and one on the 20th at HBSP (K. Metcalf).

Golden-crowned Kinglet: Three in Lake 12 Sept (J. Pogacnik) and seven in Hinckley MP in Medina on 22 Sept (R. Harlan, S. Wagner) were likely local nesters, but the BSBO was to band 107 at Navarre on a single day, 29 Sept. D. Overacker found two at BCSP on 25 Nov.

Ruby-crowned Kinglet: F. Renfrow found one very early on 23 Aug in Hamilton, but the first real wave began with one at HBSP on 14 Sept (R. Rickard), and on the following day ruby-crowns were seen in Clark (D. Overacker), Delaware (J. Hammond), Cuyahoga (D. Chasar), and Holmes (E. Yoder). The high count was ~350 on 18 Oct at Gordon Pk (S. Zadar), and the final northern report came from Kelleys Isl on 17 Nov (T. Bartlett).

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher: Perhaps it was balmy weather that allowed one to bask in Springville Marsh SNP, Seneca, as late as 3 Nov (T. Bartlett).

Eastern Bluebird: E. Tramer called the species’ numbers at Oak Openings MP “a success story,” with 43 on 2 Sept, and ~100 migrants on 13 Oct. Other good numbers of migrants were 62 in loose groups in Mahoning on 7 Oct (C. Babjak) and 54 between Kent and Ashtabula on 13 Oct (L. Rosche).

Veery: Five was the high count, on S. Bass Isl on 31 Aug (S. Wulkowicz). A few Oct sightings ended with an extremely late one on the 20th in CVNP (T&M Romito).

Gray-cheeked Thrush: Arrived as early as 24 Aug at HBSP (R. Hannikman), and the last was banded at Navarre Marsh on 20 Oct (BSBO).

Bicknell’s Thrush: At Navarre Marsh on 28 Oct, alert BSBO banders captured and measured with care an individual they determined to be of this species (M. Shieldcastle). Details are with the OBRC.
Swainson's Thrush: First noted in Lake on 23 Aug (J. Pogacnik), the last was banded at Navarre Marsh on 28 Oct (BSBO). The unrivalled high count was 25 at Sheldon Marsh SNP on 6 Oct (J. Lehman et al.).

Hermit Thrush: The earliest report came from Lake on 28 Sept (J. Pogacnik). BSBO banded captured the highest count of 27 at Navarre Marsh on 4 Oct. The latest was in downtown Cleveland on 20 Nov (T. Colborn).

Wood Thrush: Few reports, the last of them from 28 Sept in Lake (J. Pogacnik).

American Robin: An extraordinary 9000+ were estimated at Westbury WA on 24 Oct by G. Miller. More than a thousand were still around on 27 in nearby Coshocton on 27 Nov for L. Deininger.

Gray Catbird: E. Tramer counted 27 in Wildwood Preserve in Toledo 5 Sept. Late birds to the north were on Kelleys Isl on 17 Nov (T. Bartlett) and on 26 Nov in Lake (J. Pogacnik).

Northern Mockingbird: The CVNP census had its first ever on 15 Sept, and another was in the Park on 7 Nov (D. Chasar). K. Metcalf found one at N. Chagrin MP on 23 Oct, and G. Links one at Woodlawn Cem in Toledo on 27 Nov. A bird was still in song in Cincinnati on 20 Nov (D. Brinkman).

Brown Thrasher: Seven were at HBSP on 25 Aug (B. Winger); one was at the CCE on 27 Oct (J. Pogacnik), and a late bird touched down in Holmes on 17 Nov (L. Yoder).

American Pipit: Single birds appeared in Ashabula (J. Pogacnik) and Paulding (M&D Dunakin) on 8 Sept, and ~15 were at Conneaut as early as the 11\textsuperscript{th} (B. Royse). Near Findlay, 310+ were counted on 23 Oct (B. Hardesty), and 56 were in Holmes on 1 Nov (J. Miller).

Cedar Waxwing: Not many noted this fall, so a count of ~200 in Perry on 26 Oct was a good one (J. Faulkner).

\textbf{WHAN}

\textbf{AUTUMN 2001 REPORTS}

Blue-winged Warbler: Few reports, with the earliest migrant 28 Aug in Delaware (J. Hammond), and the latest on the CVNP census of 15 Sept.

Golden-winged Warbler: Curiously, as more often found than the foregoing species than they are less often in spring, with 11 in all. First was a male at Magee on 16 Aug (E. Tramer), and last a bird banded at the Shaker Lks on 15 Sept (fide BSBO). Nearly half the reports were from inland: birds on 21 Aug and 5 Sept in Paulding (M&D Dunakin), 1 Sept in Cincinnati (A. Bess), 8 Sept at Gilmore Ponds (M. Busam), 10 Sept in Cincinnati (W. Hull), and one in Clermont on 13 Sept (B. Foppes).

Hybrids of the above: A “Brewster’s” warbler was at the Shaker Lks 27 Aug (G. Leidy et al.).

Tennessee Warbler: In normal numbers. The first was at HBSP on 13 Aug (B. Winger), the last two at EFSP on 28 Oct (B. Stanley et al.). Good finds included 24 in Cincinnati on 9 Sept (N. Cade) and 15 in Adams 2 Oct (B. Lund).

Orange-crowned Warbler: The first arrival was banded at Navarre Marsh 15 Sept (BSBO). The high count was seven at Gordon PK on 20 Oct (T. Gilliland et al.), and the last report was of three birds in Parma 29 Oct (G. Leidy).

Nashville Warbler: A trickle, but on schedule. The first was at Navarre Marsh on 24 Aug (BSBO), the last in Holmes on 3 Nov (E. Schlabach); in between, the high count was 20, on S. Bass Isl on 6 Sept (S. Wulkowicz).

Northern Parula: Two at the Shaker Lks 27 Aug (B. Winger) were the first report and high count. J. Lehman photographed the last to pass through, at Sheldon Marsh 6 Oct.

Yellow Warbler: The greatest numbers were 26 at Kelleys Isl on 17 Aug (T. Bartlett), and the last straggler reported was in Holmes on 6 Oct (L. Yoder).

Chestnut-sided Warbler: The first arrived on 17 Aug, with 10 at Kelleys Isl (T. Bartlett) and one at Magee (P. Lozano). Twenty were on S. Bass Isl on 26 Aug (S. Wulkowicz), and the last hurrah came from SVWA on 9 Oct (S. Reeves).

Magnolia Warbler: One was at HBSP by 13 Aug (B. Winger), and a noteworthy straggler was an imm female in Medina on 30 Oct (R. Harlan, S. Wagner). The high count was 50 at S. Bass Isl in 26 Aug's waves of migrants (S. Wulkowicz).

Cape May Warbler: An excellent flight. The commonest warbler at times. Counts in the twenties were frequent, the most interesting 26 in Paulding on 15 Sept (M&D Dunakin). M. Busam had seven in one tree at Sheldon Marsh on 2 Sept, and BSBO netted 121 on 20 Sept at Navarre Marsh, where the last was reported on 1 Nov.

Black-throated Blue Warbler: Arrived 23 Aug in Lake (J. Pogacnik), and last seen on 6 Oct, with one at Magee (J. Hammond) and two at HBSP (L. Rosche). The high count was a noteworthy nine in Rocky River on 14 Sept (T. Gilliland).

Yellow-rumped Warbler: Neither especially early or late, but numerous in between. No Aug reports, and only a few for Nov in the north. Nearly 1300 were reported near the Lake in the NE 29 Sept-4 Oct, with a high of ~400 in Cleveland on the latter date (P. Lozano).

Black-throated Green Warbler: No fall reports till 17 Aug, at Kelleys Isl (T. Bartlett). E. Yoder had seven on 22 Sept in Holmes. Latest was one at BCSP on 28 Oct (D. Overacker).

Blackburnian Warbler: Arrived with many others at Kelleys Isl on 17 Aug (T. Bartlett), and a straggler lasted till 6 Oct in Columbus (R. Thorn). Six were among the throngs at S. Bass Isl on 26 Aug for the high count (S. Wulkowicz).

Yellow-throated Warbler: Latest reports in Sept: on the 10\textsuperscript{th} at Cowan Lk SP (E. Roush), on the 22\textsuperscript{nd} in CVNP (Chasar), and on the 24\textsuperscript{th} in Cincinnati (B. Stanley).
Pine Warbler: A family of seven at Lk Rockwell was a nice find on 8 Aug (L. Rosche), and three remained there on the 16th (Rosche). Singing birds were at Oak Openings MP on 15 Aug (E. Tramer), and one was rattling as late as 4 Oct at North Chagrin Res'ln in Cuyahoga (K. Metcalf), with no later reports, singing or not.

Prairie Warbler: Few reports as usual, but interesting was one in Paulding on 15 Sept (M&D Dunakin), and one as late as 14 Oct at North Chagrin Res'ln (K. Metcalf).

Palm Warbler: Earliest was one at Bacon Wds, Lorain, on 1 Sept (S. Wright), and numbers were healthy in Oct, the highest ~25 in Cleveland on 11 Oct (P. Lozano). One was seen 22 Oct in Franklin (R. Thorn).


Blackpoll Warbler: First noted on 12 Aug at HBSP (B. Winger), they came in good numbers later—55+ there (K. Metcalf) and 21 in Holmes (L. Yoder) on 22 Sept, and 100+ the following day in the CPNWR (G. Links). The latest report came from Franklin on 16 Oct (R. Thorn).

Cerulean Warbler: Hard to find in fall, one—apparently a local nester still feeling his oats—was singing in Holmes on 25 Aug (E. Schlabach).

Black-and-white Warbler: Two were in Holmes on 11 Aug (L. Yoder). Eleven were on Kelleys Isl on 17 Aug (T. Bartlett), and a late bird was in Cuyahoga on 23 Oct (K. Metcalf).

American Redstart: Three joining the crowd at Kelleys Isl on 17 Aug (T. Bartlett) also made up the high count. An unmistakable male was in the front yard of R. Rogers in Columbus on the very late date of 20 Nov, joining a few Nov records of the species in the state, including another from this fall on 3 Nov at Hoover Res (R. Thorn).

Prothonotary Warbler: The BSBO captured the first, on 11 Aug at Navarre Marsh. Two were at Magee, on 16 (P. Lozano) and 17 Aug (E. Tramer). The last seen was on 1 Sept in Cincinnati (A. Bess).

Worm-eating Warbler: Two were found rather late in Cincinnati on 18 Sept (J. Cade).

Ovenbird: Seen as early as 25 Aug, at HBSP (B. Winger), and as late as 7 Oct in Cuyahoga (G. Leidy).

Northern Waterthrush: Seen in singles, the first at Sandy Ridge MP on 8 Aug (B. Winger), the latest on 28 Sept when one was captured at Shaker Lks (fide BSBO).

Louisiana Waterthrush: A good find was one in Rocky River on 27 Aug (S. Zadar).

Kentucky Warbler: Here today, gone tomorrow: a migrant was in Holmes on 12 Aug (E. Schlabach), and the last were seen 1 Sept in Wayne (S. Snyder) and Hamilton (A. Bess). In the interim, a male at Magee on 16 Aug was of interest (E. Tramer).

Connecticut Warbler: More than a dozen reported, and during the expected period. The latest was banded at Navarre Marsh on 4 Oct (BSBO).

Mourning Warbler: First found at HBSP on 24 Aug (R. Hannikman fide B. Winger), where the high count of two was made on 31 Aug (K. Metcalf), they trickled through till the last was banded at Navarre Marsh on 10 Oct (BSBO).

Common Yellowthroat: The news was late birds, with three in Nov: one on the CCE on the 8th (J. Brumfield fide V. Fazio), a male in Holmes on the 11th (E. Yoder), and another on the CCE on the 24th (J. Pogacnik).

Hooded Warbler: Approximately 10 in Washington on 31 Aug was a good find (R. Nagy). One was singing in Columbus on 21 Sept (R. Thorn), and two were found in Holmes the following day (L. Yoder). The last was in Lake on 28 Sept (J. Pogacnik).

Wilson's Warbler: Appeared on 21 Aug in Paulding (D&M Dunakin) and in Cuyahoga (R. Harlan, S. Wagner). At HBSP 10 were found by R. Hannikman on 24 Aug. Last noted on 6 Oct, at Sheldon Marsh (J. Hammond).

Canada Warbler: E. Schlabach found a migrant on 12 Aug in Holmes. The high count was four, on 17 Aug on Kelleys Isl (T. Bartlett), and the last passed through on 18 Sept in Holmes (L. Yoder).

Yellow-breasted Chat: Surprisingly few detected. The BSBO reported the latest, netted in Hamilton on 15 Oct.

Summer Tanager: Eight reports clumped from 20-24 Sept, all in the breeding range. The last report of a migrant came from 27 Sept in Adams (B. Lund).

Scarlet Tanager: The high count was seven on the 15 Sept census of the CVNP, probably local nesters. A juv was at Hoover Res on 25 Oct (R. Thorn).

American Tree Sparrow: One on 5 Oct was earlier than expected, but showed up at one of Ohio's premier sparrow spots, Gordon Pk (S. Zadar). By 1 Nov, 60+ were at the CCE (V. Fazio), and 80 gathered at MWW on 23 Nov (N. Cade).

Chipping Sparrow: E. Yoder reported 35 in Holmes on 24 Sept, and by mid-Oct other large counts were almost routine, with 35-40 at HBSP on the 18th (L. Rosche), 45 at Gordon Pk on the 19th (S. Zadar), and 60+ at N. Chagrin Res'ln on the 23rd (K. Metcalf). The latest report was of two at Hoover Res on 3 Nov (R. Thorn).

Clay-colored Sparrow: Two reported of this scarce species, one on 11 Oct in Cuyahoga (G. Leidy), and one 24 Oct in Lake (J. Pogacnik).

Field Sparrow: Many joined the sparrow throngs in the NE in Oct, with 17 at Gordon Pk on the 19th (S. Zadar) and 45 the 21st at HBSP (L. Rosche), but on the 13th 60 were already at MWW (N. Cade), where some may winter. On 11 Nov, three remained in Holmes (E. Schlabach).

Vesper Sparrow: J. Watts photographed fledglings in a Madison nest 16 Aug. The high count of migrants was three, at HBSP 22 Oct (L. Rosche) during the big sparrow movement. Latest were two at MWW 23 Nov (N. Cade). Continues its decline, it seems.

Savannah Sparrow: Migrants were widely noted in Oct, with high counts of 32 at MWW on the 6th (D. Brinkman) and 20 at HBSP on the 22nd (L. Rosche). One was in Holmes as late as 22 Nov (E. Schlabach) and 10 remained at MWW the 23rd (N. Cade).

Grasshopper Sparrow: N. Cade found one at MWW on 13 Oct.

Henslow's Sparrow: In migration Henslow's becomes as hard to find as other Ammodramus spp. On 14 Aug, 30+ could still be found at Crown City WA, Gallia/Lawrence (V. Fazio), but only two reports emerged from October: one in Paulding on the 2nd (D&M Dunakin), and one at HBSP on the 22nd (L. Rosche).

Le Conte's Sparrow: At Gordon Pk, S. Zadar found a juv on 18 Oct, and a first-winter bird on 24 Oct. M. Busam had another at Gilmore Ponds on 20 Oct. Details for all are with the OBRC.

Nelson's Sharp-tailed Sparrow: J. Pogacnik found one in Lake on 30 Sept, then two more on 8 Oct. S. Zadar had one at Gordon Pk on 17 Oct, and L. Rosche one at HBSP on 18 Oct.

Fox Sparrow: The first was rather late, netted at Navarre Marsh on 6 Oct (BSBO), but fair numbers were around in Nov, with 25 on the 7th and 15 on the 10th at CVNP (D. Chasar), six or seven at Stage's Pond, Pickaway, on the 12th (R. Thorn), four at MWW on the 23rd (N. Cade), and one in Hancock on the 27th (B. Hardesty).
Song Sparrow: N. Cade estimated 350 at MWW on 13 Oct, and 120 there on 23 Oct. K. Metcalf had 90+ at N. Chagrin Res the following day, when 203 appeared at Gordon Pk (S. Zadar).

Lincoln’s Sparrow: Three were found by CVNP census-takers on 15 Sept, where the high count of 10 was later made on 3 Oct (D. Chasar). B. Winger had one at HBSP on 27 Oct. Latest was 4 Nov in Fairfield (R. Thorn).

Swamp Sparrow: The first flier was reported at the Shaker Lks on 14 Sept (B. Fambrough). As with other sparrows this fall, peaked in mid Oct, with 80 at MWW on the 13th and 85 on the 23rd (N. Cade), 30 each at Gilmore Ponds, Butler (M. Busam) and at HBSP (L. Rosche) on the 21st, and 45 at N. Chagrin Res’n on the 29th (K. Metcalf). Five were in the CVNP on 26 Nov (M&T Ronito).

White-throated Sparrow: The first was netted at Navarre Marsh on 12 Sept (BBSO), and by 7 Oct 436 were on the ONWRC nearby. S. Zadar had the high count, ~1000 on 18 Oct at Gordon Pk, and 316 were still passing through Kelleys Isl on 17 Oct (T. Bartlett).

White-crowned Sparrow: The first reported was 29 Sept, with three at Gilmore Ponds (M. Busam) and one banded at Navarre Marsh (BBSO). The high count of ~550 came from Gordon Pk on 18 Oct (S. Zadar), and L. Deininger counted 1000+ at the Shaker Lks 22-24 Oct.

Dark-eyed Junco: A bird was well seen in Bowling Green on the extraordinary date of 31 July (B. Cullen et al.). Another nine were found at Holden Arboretum on 26 Aug (H. Petruschke). Even J. Fry’s first in Hocking on 3 Oct seemed early in the 80°F heat. The high count was 446 on 19 Oct at Gordon Pk (S. Zadar).

Lapland Longspur: Also early, two were in Lake on 30 Sept (J. Pogacnik), and 10-15 at Conneaut on 2 Oct (B. Rosye). The high count was ~400 in Marion near Killdeer on 17 Nov (J. Lesser). On the following day, 75 were in Van Wert for R. Harlan and S. Wagner.

Snow Bunting: First noticed were five in Lake on 20 Oct (J. Pogacnik), and by 28 Oct birds were observed in Allen (D. Dister), in Hamilton (S. Corbo), and in Clark (D. Oversacker). Well represented by mid-Nov, with 360+ at Ottawa (D. Le Galle et al.).

Rose-breasted Grosbeak: The high count of migrants was seven at Shaker Lks on 13 Sept (B. Fambrough). Its hardiness belies its tropical plumage, as one was singing in Stark on 22 Oct (P. Soehlhen), and birds were found on 4 Nov in Preble (C. Tucker) and in Lake (R. Rickard).

Blue Grosbeak: V. Fazio reported four of the crown City WA breeders on 14 Aug. A male was found on the Harrison/Belmont line on 21 Aug (R. Campbell).

Indigo Bunting: The high count was 10 at Gilmore Ponds on 8 Sept (M. Busam). One pair gambled on the weather and won at the CVNP. D. Chasar observed an ad feeding young on 18 Sept, and birds remained through at least 15 Oct. K. Metcalf had one in N. Chagrin Res’ as late as 17 Oct.

Dickcissel: Not a big year for nesters in Ohio. Apparent migrants were at Ottawa on 5 Aug (R. Harlan, S. Wagner) and nearby on 17 Aug (P. Lozano). One late on 22 Oct was at HBSP, a first for L. Rosche in 38 years of observations at the site. An imm female was still later in Holmes on 17 Nov (E. Schlabach).

Bobolink: Fifty in Butler at the VOA site on 8 Aug (M. Busam) may have been local breeders, but by 26 Aug 53 were passing over CPNWR (E. Tramier), while 50 were at MWW (P. Wharton). On 1 Sept Wharton estimated 500 at MWW, on 6 Oct D. Brinkman was able to find 27 there, and on 17 Oct N. Cade found six. One passed through HBSP on 22 Oct (L. Rosche).

Eastern Meadowlark: Its population at the VOA site in Butler was 37 on 27 Oct and 25 on 21 Nov (M. Busam), suggesting this may be a wintering as well as a breeding site. Twenty were on D. Hochadel’s property in Trumbull on 8 Oct.
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Further Afield

Rob Harlan
7072 Parma Park Boulevard, Cleveland, OH 44130

I saw the vermillion flycatcher at Ottawa this fall. It was rare. It looked nice. I liked it.

An oversimplified view, perhaps, but the vermillion flycatcher seen by many at Ottawa National Wildlife Refuge this November and December was indeed a "no-brainer." Now here was a bird that grabbed you by the binocular strap, looked you straight in the eye and said, "I am rare in your state. I represent only your third state record, and I am the very first of my kind to be widely seen here. Not only that, but my vivid shade of red blends quite fashionably with my understated browns and whites. My outgoing personality speaks for itself, and I have been faithful to a relatively small piece of property, providing you with reasonable odds to make my acquaintance. Furthermore, I have chosen to inhabit a normally off-limits area of what you know as Ottawa Refuge, which lends, I think, a certain indefinable exclusive quality to my presence. Thank you for visiting. You may count me now."

And indeed, many of us did count it, or at least made its acquaintance. All with good reason. There could be no doubt about its identification or its rarity in the context of Ohio's birding timeline. This bird is rare in 2001, it would have been rare in 1901, and, although I assume none of us will be around to verify the fact, it may be just as rare in 2101. But not all bird records are quite so straightforward. What is considered rare or noteworthy now wouldn't necessarily have been noteworthy a hundred, fifty, or even ten years ago. Likewise, a record considered significant fifty years ago might be considered commonplace today. Rarity is relative.

I have always found it enlightening to step back in time, so to speak, whenever possible, to let the voices of the past help us better understand our time and, we hope, the future. Fortunately, birders have a form of time machine that would have made H. G. Wells proud. We have the published record. Although these aging books and journals may now rest unassumingly on muted library shelves, each contains a wealth of valuable information for those who care to look. They may not all boast of mega-rarities like a vermillion flycatcher, but they are all filled with useful data that were at least deemed noteworthy at the time of publication. These works will never grab you by the binocular strap, but nonetheless they deserve your attention. Their small voices have a large story to tell.

We will set our time machine at ten-year intervals. We will use as our guides historical books as well as many national journals, including The Auk, The Wilson Bulletin, Bird-Lore, Audubon Field Notes, and American Birds, and also one particularly august local journal, The Cleveland Bird Calendar, which has been issued. I believe, in an uninterrupted series since 1905. Since this issue of The Ohio Cardinal covers the autumn season of 2001, we will also review the autumn seasons of the past, beginning, shall we, in 1861. Yes, we shall.